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Samsung is the technology driven mobile makers that are seen to be committed for creating a better
world, where in the mobile technology acquires the position of leadership. The Samsung Mobile in
India is supported by this philosophy and manufactures some of the really high tech mobile
instruments fulfilling the need of the hour easily and beat the competition in the mobile market within
India. The Samsung Mobile has changed the life of the people of India with the help of its state of
the art technology, efficient marketing policies and innovative designs.

Samsung Mobiles have constantly reserved consumers in the centre and so, they are capable to
design innovative phones for their consumers. Furthermore, they have made their occurrence felt all
over the nook and corner of India with its wide network. Furthermore, Samsung Mobiles have
constantly stressed the requirement of its huge client base and consequently, it has frequently
commenced diverse models of the phones: Smartphone, Tablet Smartphone, Touch Phone, Dual
SIM Phone, Multimedia Phone, QWERTY Messaging Phone, Essential Phone, CDMA Phone, etc.

For its massive achievement, Samsung in India gives the complete credit to its brilliant work force.
Samsung has lined in the finest minds in India for achieving brilliance in the mobile technology and
its use all over the country. Ranging from executive to CEO, each of the people of Samsung India
reports to its consumers, and this is the top secret of its accomplishment in India and all over the
globe. Further in the article are being discussed some of the popular Samsung mobiles in India. The
Samsung Corby Plus B3410 is the slider phone that has got complete QWERTY keyboard that
makes typing easy. The phone is entrenched with touch screen and the Touch Wiz interface. It is a
GPRS & WAP enabled mobile phone that carries the touch-screen display of 2.6 inch. The 2MP
camera facilitates 4x Digital Zoom. Unquestionably, Samsung Star S5230 has been a quite booming
device till now with the complete sales of above 10mln units. The introduction of Corby S3650 is an
another step over the path to winning the marketplace of reasonable handsets with the cell phone
intended at public that usually stay out of the limelight - the youth. The Samsung mobile phone is
targeted at the people who choose texting to vocal means of communiquÃ©, not to talk about the
earlier option is all the wrath now days.

Google Nexus S is the subsequent generation of the Nexus devices co-urbanized by Samsung and
Google. Nexus S is pre-installed with the best Google applications, counting Google Search, Google
Maps along with Navigation, Voice Actions, Mobile Instant, Google Earth, Gmail and lot more.
Samsung Google Nexus S i9023 price, Samsung Corby plus b3410 price, Samsung b3210 corbytxt
price are all gets counted among the low priced phone.
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